?lat the medical officers in India have a othe xv^c.h any body of men may be proud, that 1 officials do so considerable an amount of gr atuitous work, and that the new regulation treats the medical service as though its members wex-e " potential extortioners." If any case of exorbitant charges occurs, by all means let the offender be suitably dealt with, but this is quite a different proposal from a rule which implies that all the members of an honourable service are to be regarded with suspicion. There is also another aspect to the question. The regulation not only applies compulsion to the medical officer, but also to the patient, and it would be strange indeed if an Indian gentleman approved of an order which prevented him expressing in practical fashion his appreciation of medical services rendered to himself or his family unless with the consent of the governing authorities. And this objection becomes all the stronger when it is remembered that to obtain such consent there must be presented a confidential report in which, necessarily, personal or family matters, sometimes of great delicacy, would be revealed.
The "Albion Magazine." This is a monthly journal published in the interests of the deaf. Moreover, it is the property of a firm of deaf men and women, is edited by a deaf editor, illustrated by deaf artists, and, for the most part, written by deaf contributors. It may, therefore, fairly claim to be a unique publication. As regards its utility, the claim is made that it will endeavour to rescue the deaf from the isolation to which, in greater or less measure, they are condemned, to suggest occupations and interests for them, and to discuss genuine remedies for deafness as well as to denounce the quacks who make the deaf their special prey. In the first number of the magazine considerable vigour is shown in the last-mentioned direction. Various aids for the deaf are examined and explained, and their value and limitations are duly set forth. Inventions of this order are recognised as periodical events, and in all such devices there is found to be a close family resemblance. Still further, readers of the journal are advised not to send money to a number of specified " aural quacks '' whose advertisements appear more or less prominently in the lay press. Concerning these there is no lack of plain speaking. Thus, of one advertiser it is .said '' he is a frowsy little fraud and his treatment a worthless humbug another, who styles himself a "Professor," uses testimonials " which show certain signs of manipulation and is most decidedly to be shunned "; a third is dubbed " the Prince of Fakirs "; and a general warning is given against all " Institutes " which profess to cure deafness. In all this there is a wholesome frankness which is much to be commended, and which can hardly fail to protect at least some individuals from the clutches of unscrupulous quacks. Another useful feature of the magazine is a list of institutions where deaf children are received and trained. The AIbion Magazine has made a promising start, and we wish it a useful and successful career.
